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Take your battles to the sea, the skies, and beyond! This rules supplement delves takes the incredible
expansion of Pathfinder mass combat rules in Ultimate Battle and takes it into new realms of warfare.
Fantasy mass combat rules have typically focused on land warfare, but Ultimate Warfare continues to
expand the rules developed in its predecessor and in Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Ultimate Campaign to
create a seamlessly integrated mass combat system that connects the battlefield on land to the action in the
skies above, the seas beyond, and the deeps below. It also provides detailed rules for siege warfare, from
simple blockade and bombardment to incendiaries, plague, infiltration, and dramatic escalades. Ultimate
Warfare also includes an all-new system of modular unit building and operations, allowing development of
versatile combined arms units or simplified squadron-level aerial or naval battles. Ultimate War contains: -
12 new command boons like Falling Dusk, Surgical Strike, and War Chant - 10 aerial vehicles from
mundane balloons and gliders to floating citadels and war rockets - 13 new tactics for aerial units from
strafing and dive bombing to aerial boarding operations and diving out of the sun, as well as 4 special tactics
for ground units to use against fliers - 23 naval vehicles from war canoes and longships to ironclads and
submersibles - 13 naval tactics from ramming and beaching to shearing the oars or cutting the rigging - 31
siege weapons from catapults and ballistae to cannons and mines, plus rules for artillerists, 8 different special
siege tactics, and 7 magical siege weapons from the blizzard ballista to the zombie apocalypse siege shot If
you are looking to expand your mass combat options that work seamlessly with the kingdom rulership rules
in Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Ultimate Campaign and in Ultimate Rulership, look no further than
Ultimate War and its companion volume, Ultimate Battle. Pick up Ultimate War today to bring amazing
depth and dimension to mass combat in your campaign and Make Your Game Legendary!
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From reader reviews:

Jennifer Handler:

The knowledge that you get from Ultimate War will be the more deep you searching the information that
hide inside words the more you get thinking about reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to know
but Ultimate War giving you joy feeling of reading. The author conveys their point in particular way that can
be understood through anyone who read the item because the author of this publication is well-known
enough. This particular book also makes your current vocabulary increase well. It is therefore easy to
understand then can go with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We advise you for having this
kind of Ultimate War instantly.

Sheila Searcy:

Can you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you find yourself in the book store?
Make an effort to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't evaluate book by its cover may
doesn't work the following is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not since fantastic as
in the outside look likes. Maybe you answer may be Ultimate War why because the great cover that make
you consider about the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is definitely fantastic as the
outside or maybe cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly assist you to pick up this book.

Ruth Goodrich:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or 15 minute in your day to upgrading your mind talent or
thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book when compared
with can satisfy your small amount of time to read it because this time you only find guide that need more
time to be go through. Ultimate War can be your answer as it can be read by you who have those short spare
time problems.

Shari Villa:

Guide is one of source of knowledge. We can add our expertise from it. Not only for students but native or
citizen will need book to know the upgrade information of year for you to year. As we know those ebooks
have many advantages. Beside many of us add our knowledge, could also bring us to around the world.
Through the book Ultimate War we can take more advantage. Don't one to be creative people? To become
creative person must love to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that suitable with your aim. Don't
become doubt to change your life at this time book Ultimate War. You can more appealing than now.
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